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Argentina's economic crisis seems no closer to being resolved. The national currency, the peso,
continues to weaken, prices are increasing, wages are falling, and the four-year recession is
continuing to push unemployment skyward. Meanwhile, the reforms of controversial laws covering
economic crimes and bankruptcy demanded by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) as a
condition for possible aid have been stuck in a bitterly divided Congress and passage is still unsure.
The deposits of millions of savers have been partially frozen since December, and a satisfactory
solution to the "corralito" is not on the horizon.
On May 13, the government abandoned for the second time a proposal to force savers to swap about
US$14 billion in deposits for state bonds. Making matters worse, the administration of President
Eduardo Duhalde has failed to set out a clear policy, wavering between threats to break with the
IMF and pledges to carry out whatever adjustments the international lender calls for, even those
judged socially unsustainable by local analysts. "I don't know how viable a government that merely
attempts to survive in the midst of a tremendous crisis can be in the short term," said political
scientist Marcos Novaro of the Universidad de Buenos Aires and the Facultad Latinoamericana de
Ciencias Sociales (FLACSO).
Most observers say the only thing keeping Duhalde in power is the lack of any real alternative,
coupled with the severe internal divisions in the ruling and opposition political parties. Duhalde's
approval ratings have steadily declined since January. He insists he will not call early elections,
which are scheduled for September 2003, but few observers discount the possibility.
Elisa Carrio, leader of the new Alternativa para una Republica de Iguales (ARI), said that "the date
for elections is no longer going to be set by the politicians or the president but by events. We don't
know when they will be, but they will be soon."

Duhalde names new economy minister
Duhalde named Roberto Lavagna economy minister on April 26. His predecessor, Jorge Remes
Lenicov, resigned after a fruitless visit to the IMF in Washington and the legislature's subsequent
refusal to debate the plan to convert bank deposits into long-term government bonds (see NotiSur,
2002-04-26). Lavagna was serving as Argentina's ambassador to the European Union (EU), the World
Trade Organization (WTO), and UN agencies in Brussels. He is respected by his fellow economists
who consider him a pragmatist concerned with fostering production. Lavagna is under pressure to
swiftly implement the latest IMF conditions for further aid.
Rejecting calls for Argentina to cut ties with the IMF, Lavagna said the recent agreement between
the government and provincial governors sets out the deficit-reduction policies and economic
reforms the IMF demanded. He also said he hopes to have a plan in place to lift the deeply
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unpopular corralito by June. US Treasury Secretary Paul O'Neill hailed the pact reached with the
provinces and urged the country to "move forward in close contact" with the IMF.
Hugo Moyano, leader of the Confederacion General del Trabajo (CGT), said Lavagna would
be forced by the parties with a majority in Congress to continue talks with the IMF. He said the
president lacks the courage to break with the IMF and look for other solutions to the country's
crisis. He said Duhalde would remain in power "until the people decide otherwise, or until the IMF
quits supporting him." "What most bothers me is that, in the next-to-last meeting that we had with
Duhalde, he told us very clearly that he was convinced that the IMF was not going to give us any
loan and that we were going to have to find our own solutions," said Moyano. "Nevertheless, the
president insists on total dependency, on doing everything the IMF asks" to perhaps obtain financial
help.

Some key measures still stalled
On April 25, lawmakers approved a bill that prevents savers who have won lawsuits against the
corralito from collecting their deposits until the government can appeal. Yielding to IMF pressure,
the Senate voted May 9 to overturn a 1974 "economic-subversion" law that allowed bankers,
business owners, and government officials to be prosecuted for financial crimes. Senators who
opposed the repeal said it was a "pathetic" show of subordination to the multilateral lending
institutions. Senator Jorge Yoma of Duhalde's Partido Justicialista-peronista (PJ) complained that the
IMF criticizes corruption while demanding revocation of a law that fights it. Financial court Judge
Julio Cruciani said the decision "is more serious than an amnesty" for the bankers who allowed
billions of dollars in capital to flee a crippled financial system. If the law is overturned, crimes
committed by the financial sector, "which has taken the people's money," will simply be forgotten,
said the judge.
A majority of senators had originally agreed to modify the law, rather than overturn it, as the IMF
wanted. Duhalde accepted the legislators' objections and backed their decision to amend the law
to meet IMF recommendations, while keeping it on the books, so bankers who have already been
prosecuted do not get off scot-free. But if the lower house goes along with the Senate decision,
charges against bankers will be dropped. Along with abolishing the economic-subversion law, the
IMF wanted passage of a new bankruptcy law and a commitment by the provincial governments to
cut spending by 60% and stop issuing bonds to pay public-sector salaries.
The IMF and US government used the May 7 Council of the Americas meeting in Washington to
turn up the heat on the Duhalde government. Anne Krueger, first deputy managing director of the
IMF, urged Argentine authorities to "move quickly and decisively to put in place the foundations
of a convincing economic program that can restore stability and growth". Secretary of State Colin
Powell called on the country to clean up corruption, which added to the growing resentment in
Buenos Aires toward Washington.
The Argentine public believes that Washington and the IMF will cooperate to bail out foreign
investors but would be content to let the people starve. An all-out effort by the Duhalde
administration brought passage on May 15 of changes to the bankruptcy law, which was quickly
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signed by the president. The IMF-demanded changes are an effort to protect creditors, opponents
say, at the expense of debtors. Lawmakers had resisted approving the changes because of fears that
foreign creditors would be able to take over local firms.

Banking crisis defies quick solution
Lavagna said there is no chance of carrying forward a medium-term economic plan without
re-establishing confidence in the Argentine financial system and changing the laws that scare
off foreign investors. "The credibility crisis is severe," he said. Credit-ratings agencies say all
Argentine banks are now effectively insolvent, with only the corralito preventing a total meltdown.
Some foreign banks have refused to recapitalize their local units. Banks and financial institutions
reopened April 29 after a government-ordered 10-day closure. The banks say they do not have
the funds to meet depositor demand if the corralito were lifted all at once. The freeze has led to
a showdown between Duhalde and the Corte Suprema de Justicia (CSJ), which has twice ruled it
unconstitutional, paving the way for thousands to legally and successfully challenge the restrictions.
Lavagna admitted that his team was "back to square one" after opposition forced him to drop the
proposal to make depositors exchange their savings for bonds. The plan had to be discarded, he
said, because it "carried too high a cost for the government" once the banks refused to back the new
security with their own assets.
On May 12, Duhalde said on the television program Hora Clave that he was considering offering
savers the chance to use their savings to purchase government property. "The state has thousands
of properties and millions of acres of land that it doesn't use," Duhalde said. "We should study how
we can compensate people's savings with the state's property." The following day, the daily Pagina
12 wrote that an official report indicated the government's disposable assets would only cover 5% of
what people are owed. Some analysts are saying that Duhalde's policy flip-flops are destroying the
hope of restoring investor confidence. "People are resigned to the fact Duhalde simply doesn't know
what he's doing," said political analyst James Neilson. "All this is doing is delaying the possible
recovery of the country and making the problems of the next government far worse."

Poverty, unemployment climb
Argentina's inflation rate soared 10.4% in April, the biggest surge in more than a decade. The
government released the inflation figure on May 6 and said consumer prices overall had risen 21%
in the first four months of the year. A leading retail group said prices of basic foods and clothing,
which account for the majority of a poor family's spending, rose between 30% and 50% in April and
are up 150% since January. The latest figures from the Instituto Nacional de Estadistica y Censos
(INDEC) show the number of poor people has increased by 2.5 million in just four months, and
today nearly half the country's 36.2 million people are poor. INDEC calculates poverty as a family
of four whose total monthly income does not exceed US$160. Argentina is on the verge of breaking
its own record in the percentage of the population living in poverty, which reached 52% in the late
1980s, an era of hyperinflation.
"We have never seen this confluence of negative factors: depreciation of the currency, inflation,
high unemployment, declining income, financial crisis, and political crisis," stated Artemio Lopez,
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director of the Equis consulting firm. At this rate, Lopez told the Inter Press Service, poverty will
reach 57% by year end, and that is only if prices rise by only 50% the rest of the year, a prediction
considered optimistic by several experts, who forecast 100% inflation. Meanwhile, the Economy
Ministry reported unemployment at 24% to 25%, up from the latest official INDEC figure of 18.3% in
October 2001.
Companies are not raising salaries to compensate for inflation, nor are they contemplating any
increases in the short term, reported the privately run Sociedad de Estudios Laborales (SEL). And
additional wage cuts are predicted. Thirty percent of private firms reduced salaries in 2001, and
another 20% said they would do so this year. The government said it would begin a program to help
bring down the cost of basic goods by setting up warehouses where consumers could buy direct
from producers at up to 40% below supermarket prices.
Writing in The Washington Post on May 12, Nobel economist Joseph Stiglitz said that IMF policies
were making the crisis in Argentina worse. "Argentina would be better off if there were less
corruption in political life and if it had not run deficits," he wrote. But, he added, "I believe that in an
economic downturn, cutting expenditures simply makes matters worse: tax revenues, employment,
and confidence in the economy also decline." Stiglitz said another factor contributing to the crisis is
that, while Europe and the US expound free trade, they have kept their markets relatively closed to
Argentina's agricultural goods. He said the best help the US could give Argentina would be to open
US markets to Argentine goods on an "emergency" basis. He said this would cost the US nothing,
and American consumers would be better off. "At the very least," said Stiglitz, "we should stop
demanding that the Argentines cut back even more, deepening their already severe depression and
adding to the inevitable social problems. Blaming the victim is not going to help matters."

-- End --
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